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ON PRIME ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY CHUNG-CHUN YANG AND KIYOSHI NIINO

1. An entire function F(z) is said to have a factorization with left factor
f(z) and right factor g(z) if

(1) F(z)=f(g(z)),

where f(z) and g(z) are entire functions. F(z) is said to be prime (pseudo-prime)
if every factorization of form (1) implies that either / or g is linear (polynomial).

Recently many classes of prime entire functions have been exhibited. Moreo-
ver, there are several classes of entire functions which and all their derivatives
are shown to be prime functions. For instance, it has been proved that Fw(z)

(n—0, 1, 2, •••), where F(z)=\ (ez—l)ezkdz (&^2), are prime functions. The case,
Jo

k=2 was proved by Urabe-Yang [6] and then Niino [4] proved for &Ξ>3.
Actually in [4] the following more general result was obtained.

THEOREM A. Let p(z) be a polynomial of degree k (&^3), Hλ(z) and H2{z)
two entire functions which are not identically zero of order less than one. Put

Suppose that k is odd or p(z)—oίkZk (akφθ) when k ts even, that all but a finite
number of zeros of H1(z)ez-\-H2(z) are simple and that there are positive number
K and integer No such that for all l^N0

(2) Έl/\aJ(aJ-aι)\^Kf
3*1

where {α;}JLi are zeros of Hι{z)eZJrH2{z) other than 0. Then F ( n )(z) is prime for
n=0, 1, 2, ••• .

It was pointed out and exhibited by examples in [4] that the assertion is
not always true when p(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of even degree. Also the
proof of Theorem A lies heavily on the condition (2) which is quite a cum-
bersome condition to be checked. In this note, we shall show that the assertion
remains valid when condition (2) is removed. Also we shall take this opportunity
to clarify some of the argument in [4].
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Our main result can be stated as follows.

THEOREM B. Let p(z) be a polynomial of degree k^3 with p(z-^c)—p{—z-i-c)
being nonlinear for any constant c. Let Hx(z) and H2(z) be two entire functions
of order less than 1 and none is identically zero. Put

Then Fin\z) is prime for n=0, 1, 2, ••• .

2. In order to prove our Theorem, we shall need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1 (Strelitz [5, p. 432]). Let

R(z, ω,ω',-, ω<»>)= Σ /?,0,1...,n(2)ω' (a»/)11 - (ω<»>)*» ,

P(z, ω)= Σ Pk{z)ωp- k , Q(z, ω)= Σ QAzW

where RlQlr..ln(z), Pk(z) and Qj(z) are meromorphic functions. Let ρ(f) denote the
order of the meromorphic function f and λ=max{p(Rlolr..τn), p(Pk), p(Qj)} where
the maximum is taken over all the possible values of the indices is, k and j .
Suppose that P(z, ω) and Q(z, ω) are relatively prime in the set of all the poly-
nomials in ω with meromorphic functions as the coefficients. Furthermore, suppose
that Λ<oo. Then if the differential equation

R{z, ω, ω', ••• , ωw)=P(z, ω)/Q{z, ω)

has a transcendental meromorphic solution ω(z) of order ρ>λ, then Q(z, ω) does
not depend on ω.

From the above one can obtain the following:

LEMMA 2. Let p(z) and a(z) be two polynomials with degree of a{z)>degree
of p{z). Suppose that H(z)=H1(z)ep^+H2(z) with entire functions Hi(z)(^0),

p^Xpte*^) (/=l, 2). // F(z)=^H(z)ea^dz=Q(g(z)) for some polynomial Q

and entire function g, then Q has to be linear.

Proof. Suppose that

( 3 )

where Q(z) is a polynomial and g(z) is transcendental entire function. Differen-
tiating (3) twice we obtain successively

( 4 ) F/(z)=H(z)eaW =
and
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It follow, by taking the quotient of (4) and (5) that

H'(z)+H(z)a\z)
=

Q\g)g'
or

/ = Q'(g) f H'(z)+H(z)a'(z) g"(z) } __ P(z, g)
g Q'\g)\ H(z) g\z) I " Q(z,g) '

Now from (4) and the assumption that p(H)<p(ea), one concludes easily that
pig"' /g'Xpig)- Therefore, Strelitz's lemma is applicable and Q(z, g) does not
depend on g if P(z, g) and Q(z, g) are relative prime in g. Hence Q"ig) must
be a constant unless Q"(z)=c2iz-~d)m and Q\z)—Cι{z—d)m+1 for some constants
cu c2 and d, and nonnegative integer m. But then we have g' = aiz)g+biz) for
some meromorphic functions a{z) and b{z) satisfying T(r, a{z))—o(T{r, g))=
T(r, biz)) as r—>oo. Now if Q'iz) is not a constant, then from (4) one must
have that —b(z)/a(z)=d (according to the extension of Nevanlinna's second
fundamental Theorem for deficient functions [3, p. 47]). Thus we have

Hence

or

or

- a{z)

It follows that the function —H1(z)ep^/a{z) attains the deficient function
—H2(z)/a(z) at points with multiplicities greater than or equal to m+2^2. This
is impossible [3, p. 47]. Hence ra+1 has to be zero and therefore Q'iz) is a
constant. Thus Q{z) is linear as asserted.

3. Proof of Theorem B. Clearly the function F(z) satisfies δ(0, F')=l.
Hence it is pseudo-prime [2]. Therefore we shall only need to consider F(z)~
pigiz)) or F{z)—g{p{z)) for some polynomial ρ(z) and transcendental entire func-
tion g(z). The former case can be ruled out by Lemma 2. Therefore, we shall
concentrate on the later case. This is the case where the argument used in [4]
which needs some clarification. The proof will be exactly the same as in [4]
except we want to clarify the assertion about the statement pN(r,o,H-, J)<1.
([4, p. 182]). Actually we need to show that if H^z) and H2(z) are of order
than one, then
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( 6 ) PN(r,0,H; J) ^=maX {/0tf<r, 0, J^), jOtfCr.O,^)} < 1 ,

In order to prove the above statement we recall the following fact:

LEMMA 3 [1, p. 52]. // f(z) is an entire function of growth (p, σ), then
for every positive ε and η and k>l, for sufficiently large R, we have

\og\f(z)\>-B(σ + eXkRγ , \z\<R .

except in a set of circles the sum of whose radii at most 2ηkR)B depends only
on η and k.

Now putΔ=Δδ

ωUΔδ

ί2\ J j " = {z O^argz<π/2-δ}\J{z;3τr/2+δ<argz<2π},
Δδ

(2)= {z π/2+δ<arg z<3π/2-δ}. If zζ=J$\Q<δ*<δ), then there is a constant
τ(0<τ<sind*) such that

holds for large r—\z\. We apply Lemma 3 to H2(z). We take η and
satisfying 0<6)?&<d—d*. Then there are constants p (0<p<l) and A such that

holds for large r=\z\, except in a set of circles enclosing of zeros of H2(z) the
sum of whose radii at most 2ηkr. Let {D*} be the family of domains con-
sisting of the above circles enclosing zeros of H2(z) in Δ{

δV and {Dn} the sub-
family of {Dt} satisfying DnΓλJ^Φφ. Then it follows that L>nCZ/J*2). Hence
we have, for <re {^2)-\JDn}U {JdDn}

( 7 ) \H2(z

and consequently H^—Hz^+H^e'ΦO for large \z\—r, z^Δ^—\JDn. It fol-
lows from (7) and Rouche's theorem that H(z) and H2(z) has the same number
of zeros inside Dn. Hence n{r, 0, H;J^)^n(r, 0, H2; Δ^)+O{l)^n(r, 0, H2)+
0(1) for large r.

Similarly we have n(r, 0, # ; Δ{

δ

Ό)Sn{r, 0, ^ J^ 1 })+O(l). Hence (6) is proved.
The rest part will be exactly the same as in [4] and this also completes

the proof of Theorem B.
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